Monthly Update
July 2021
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
We have a lot of information on what is happening in the United Methodist Church to include some of the
reports we have received, Critical Race Theory (CRT), CDC VAERS Data from the Covid vaccine, Ivermectin
that could have saved lives, and the controversy surrounding vaccine passports (that could threaten the civil
liberties of people), statements by bishops, reorganization of the United Methodist Church, et. al. While annual
conferences are held across our connection, they are being done in diverse ways to include online and “hybrid”
events. In whatever form they take, there will be resolutions on issues such as (the ever-present issue of)
sexuality, immigration, and race to be considered. Some of these will be discussed in the August Update.
I recently came across an eloquent rebuttal by Carol Swain (who is Black) to the Critical Race Theory activism
that is permeating our denomination – and the public sector of our country to include public school districts.
Since I served in the Army, I am especially concerned by this teaching being pushed in the military forces; at a
time when we should be training to defend our country, they are being force-fed a teaching that will divide our
military and compromise our resultant combat-effectiveness.
With that being said, we are including events on the history of our country and the heroic actions by patriots
who fought for liberty. With things going on in our country and world, we need to have an “encouraging word”
to keep things in perspective. It has been said, “To get a better idea of where we are headed, we need to take a
look at our past.” This is doubly appropriate as we will be celebrating the Fourth of July that is coming up in a
few days. With the criticism that is being leveled against America, we need to learn from our heritage – and a
perspective of what those involved in combat sometimes face. As we have said before, some take our liberties
for granted, but we shouldn’t. Remember: freedom is never free! If it were not for the brave, there would be no
land of the free. The compelling words of John Stuart Mill said it best:
“War is an ugly thing, but not the ugliest of things. The decayed and degraded state of moral and patriotic
feeling which thinks nothing is worth war is much worse. A man who has nothing for which he is willing
to fight; nothing he cares more about than his own personal safety; is a miserable creature who has no
chance of being free....”
“At the heart of America is freedom and for those that are willing to fight for it….the price is high, but freedom
is a wealth that no debt can encumber.” – LTC C.J. Bryant
Don’t forget to thank the veterans you know for their service to our country. Those of us in Concerned
Methodists wish you a happy, safe, joyous holiday.
And please – continue to pray for our country.
In His service,
Allen O. Morris,
Executive Director
+
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July 2021 Update
Bits and Pieces from across the United Methodist Church
Aggressive fighting for the right is the noblest sport the world affords. – Theodore Roosevelt
*
*
*
*
*
The Good Stuff. Heroic Hungarians are Doing Everything Right. Now if the rest of dying Europe would just
follow in their footsteps...You may have heard about Hungary’s outspoken president, Victor Orban, who is
probably the leading anti-Globalist in Europe. He is doing everything in his power to encourage Hungarians to
have more children. But you probably haven’t heard about Katalin Novak, the Hungarian Minister of Family
Affairs, who is actually implementing his policies. Novak is very important inside and outside Hungary.
According to the Hungarian edition of Forbes magazine, Novák is the most well-known woman in the country
right now, ahead of the wife and daughter of Viktor Orban himself, the country’s popular prime minister. Orban
himself has delegated to Novák the creation of a large European group of conservative and patriotic parties in
the face of globalism, defending values such as life, family, religious freedom and the Christian roots of Europe.
Novak is the brain behind the pro-birth policies, the defense of the family and the containment of uncontrolled
immigration in her country. She was one of the driving forces behind the constitutional reform that ensures that
“the mother is a woman, the father is a man”. If you think that goes without saying you haven’t been paying
attention to the demands of the gender benders, who say that either sex can be a father or a mother. The new
definition ensures that homosexual and transsexual couples in Hungary cannot become adoptive parents. The
Population Research Institute just participated in a Congress entitled Demography and The Culture of
Relationship between Couples that was held in – you guessed it – Budapest, the capital of Hungary. While the
Congress was organized by the Family Science Alliance, the Hungarian Batthyány Society of Professors and the
European Family Science Alliance, it was strongly supported by the Hungarian government. Speaking were
Katalin Novák, Hungarian Minister of Family Affairs; Attila Beneda, Deputy State Secretary for Family
Affairs, and Orsolya Szeiler from the Ministry of Justice.
– Carlos Beltramo, Ph. D., Germán Beltramo; Population Research Institute; June 15, 2021.
Of Interest.
+ Battle of Cowpens - a tactical masterpiece & turning point of the Revolutionary War.
Battle of Cowpens – a tactical masterpiece & turning point of the Revolutionary War
“The bloody butcher” is what colonists called British Colonel Banastre Tarleton. He let his dragoons bayonet
and hack hundreds of surrendering Americans at Buford’s Massacre during the Battle of Waxhaw, May 29,
1780.
In January of 1781, 26-year-old Colonel Banastre Tarleton led 1,200 of Britain's best troops, consisting of
British dragoons, regulars, highlanders and loyalists, in a day-long, non-stop pursuit of the Americans.
American General Daniel Morgan led Colonel Banastre Tarleton into a trap -- the Battle of Cowpens. The
Americans took a stand at two low hills with the Broad River behind them, leaving them no opportunity to
retreat. Seeing this as a tactically foolish move, British Colonel Tarlton gave into the temptation to pursue the
Americans without doing any reconnaissance. This scene was depicted in the movie, The Patriot, in which Mel
Gibson’s character, Benjamin Martin, is a composite portrayal of the fiercest Carolina fighters: Gen. Andrew
Pickens (nicknamed “the Wizard Owl”); Gen. Francis Marion (nicknamed “the Swamp Fox); and Col. Thomas
Sumter (nicknamed “the Carolina Gamecock”).
Approaching Cowpens, without allowing his fatigued troops to catch their breath after their exhaustive day
long march, Tarlton ordered a headlong attack upon the American militia. American General Daniel Morgan
had his line of militia fire twice into the charging British cavalry, then quickly retreat around a hill. Tarlton’s
dragoons were now at a full gallop, charging toward the American position. Suddenly, Tarlton discovered that
behind the militia was hiding a line of 400 battle-hardened American Continental soldiers, with their rifles
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leveled. The American Continentals stood immovable and fired at point-blank range. Over 100 British dragoons
were hit and fell from their saddles. Then the militia which had retreated circled around and appeared on the
other side of the hill to attack Tarlton's flank. Tarlton barely escaped. In the confusion, 110 British were killed
and 830 captured.
Captured British officer, Maj. McArthur of the 71st Highlanders commented that “he was an officer before
Tarleton was born; that the best troops in the service were put under ‘that boy’ to be sacrificed.”
The Battle of Cowpens is widely considered the tactical masterpiece and turning point of the Revolutionary
War.
When British General Cornwallis was told the news, he was leaning on his sword -- and leaned so hard the
blade snapped. Cornwallis gave chase, abandoning his slow supply wagons so he could pursue faster.
General Daniel Morgan hastily retreated north, meeting up with American General Nathanael Greene. They
raced to get out of South Carolina, across North Carolina to the border of Virginia, where was the Great Dismal
Swamp -- over 100,000 acres of dangerous wetlands which would prevent British pursuit.
Cornwallis regrouped to chase the Americans as fast as he could, discarding his slow and cumbersome
supply wagons.
Cornwallis arrived at the Catawba River just two hours after the Americans had crossed, but a sudden storm
made the river impassable, delaying the British pursuit. The British nearly overtook the Americans at the
Yadkin River, but again rains flooded the river slowing the British. Now it was a frantic race to the Dan River.
The local historical marker reads: “Boyd’s and Irwin’s ferries to the west were used by Nathanael Greene in
his passage of Dan River, in mid-February, 1781, while Cornwallis was in close pursuit.” General Nathanael
Greene quickly got the Americans across the Dan River, then another storm and flash flood ended the British
chase. British Commander Henry Clinton wrote: “Here the royal army was again stopped by a sudden rise of
the waters, which had only just fallen (almost miraculously) to let the enemy over, who could not else have
eluded Lord Cornwallis’ grasp, so close was he upon their rear.”
Having discarded his supply wagons in the desperate chase, Cornwallis was now at a logistical disadvantage.
General Nathanael Greene recrossed and fought against Cornwallis again at the Battle of Guilford Court
House, March 15, 1781. Colonel Tarleton was shot in the right hand, causing the loss of two fingers. Though
the British technically won that battle, their heavy losses of over 500 killed or wounded, and their failure to
capture American supplies, contributed to their subsequent defeat.
Badly needing supplies for his army, Cornwallis was ordered by British General Henry Clinton to move his
8,000 troops to a defensive position where the York River entered Chesapeake Bay, to wait for British ships to
come to his aid.
Providentially, Ben Franklin and Marquis de Lafayette were successful in their efforts to persuade French
King Louis XVI to send ships and troops to help the Americans. French Admiral de Grasse left off fighting the
British in the West Indies and sailed 24 ships to the mouth of Chesapeake Bay, where he arrived just in perfect
time to fight in the Battle of the Capes. Admiral de Grasse successfully drove off the 19 British ships which
were trying to evacuate Cornwallis' men.
Then De Grasse’s 3,000 French troops and General
Rochambeau’s 6,000 French troops hurriedly joined General Lafayette’s division as they marched to Yorktown.
There they joined General Washington in trapping Cornwallis against the sea. French troops also joined the
ranks of: General Benjamin Lincoln, General Baron von Steuben, General Modecai Gist, General Henry Knox,
and General John Peter Muhlenberg.
Altogether, 17,000 French and American troops surrounded Cornwallis.
On October 19, 1781, Cornwallis surrendered and the Revolutionary War was effectively over.
Yale President Ezra Stiles wrote, May 8, 1783: “Who but God could have ordained the critical arrival of the
Gallic (French) fleet, so as to ... assist ... in the siege ... of Yorktown?
... Should we not ... ascribe to a Supreme energy ... the wise ... generalship displayed by General Greene ...
leaving the ... roving Cornwallis to pursue his helter-skelter ill fated march into Virginia ...
It is God who had raised up for us a ... powerful ally ... a chosen army and a naval force: who sent us a
Rochambeau ... to fight side by side with a Washington ... in the ... battle of Yorktown.”
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General Washington wrote to William Gordon in March of 1781: “We have ... abundant reasons to thank
Providence for its many favorable interpositions in our behalf. It has at times been my only dependence, for all
other resources seemed to have failed us.”
– American Minute with Bill Federer, taken from his many writings. Dr. Federer is an accomplished historian.
+ Speech by Major General Robert Scales USA (Ret) at the Truman Library.
Mr. Skelton, Mr Cleaver, distinguished guests and, most importantly, fellow veterans. What a great thrill it is
see my comrades in arms assembled here so many years after we shared our experiences in war.
Let me give you the bottom line up front: I’m proud I served in Vietnam. Like you I didn’t kill innocents, I
killed the enemy; I didn’t fight for big oil or for some lame conspiracy. I fought for a country I believed in and
for the buddies who kept me alive. Like you I was troubled that, unlike my father, I didn’t come back to a
grateful nation. It took a generation and another war, Desert Storm, for the nation to come back to me.
Also like you I remember the war being 99 percent boredom and one percent pure abject terror. But not all
my memories of Vietnam are terrible. There were times when I enjoyed my service in combat. Such sentiment
must seem strange to a society today that has, thanks to our superb volunteer military, been completely
insulated from war. If they thought about Vietnam at all our fellow citizens would imagine that fifty years
would have been sufficient to erase this unpleasant war from our conscientiousness. Looking over this assembly
it’s obvious that the memory lingers, and those of us who fought in that war remember.
The question is why? If this war was so terrible why are we here? It’s my privilege today to try to answer
that question not only for you, brother veterans, but maybe for a wider audience for whom, fifty years on,
Vietnam is as strangely distant as World War One was to our generation.
Vietnam is seared in our memory for the same reason that wars have lingered in the minds of soldiers for as
long as wars have been fought. From Marathon to Mosul young men and now women have marched off to war
to learn that the cold fear of violent death and the prospects of killing another human being heighten the senses
and sear these experiences deeply and irrevocably into our souls and linger in the back recesses of our minds.
After Vietnam we may have gone on to thrilling lives or dull; we might have found love or loneliness,
success or failure. But our experiences have stayed with us in brilliant Technicolor and with a clarity
undiminished by time. For what ever primal reason war heightens the senses. When in combat we see sharper,
hear more clearly and develop a sixth sense about everything around us.
Remember the sights? I recall sitting in the jungle one bright moonlit night marveling on the beauty of
Vietnam. How lush and green it was; how attractive and gentle the people, how stoic and unmoved they were
amid the chaos that surrounded them.
Do you remember the sounds? Where else could you stand outside a bunker and listen to the cacophonous
mix of Jimmy Hendrix, Merle Haggard and Jefferson Airplane? Or how about the sounds of incoming?
Remember it wasn’t a boom like in the movies but a horrifying noise like a passing train followed by a crack
and the whistle of flying fragments.
Remember the smells? The sharpness of cordite, the choking stench of rotting jungle and the tragic sweet
smell of enemy dead.
I remember the touch, the wet, sticky sensation when I touched one of my wounded soldiers one last time
before the medevac rushed him forever from our presence but not from my memory, and the guilt I felt realizing
that his pain was caused by my inattention and my lack of experience. Even taste is a sense that brings back
memories. Remember the end of the day after the log bird flew away leaving mail, C rations and warm beer?
Only the first sergeant had sufficient gravitas to be allowed to turn the C ration cases over so that all of us could
reach in and pull out a box on the unlabeled side hoping that it wasn’t going to be ham and lima beans again.
Look, forty years on I can forgive the guy who put powder in our ammunition so foul that it caused our M16s to jam. I’m OK with helicopters that arrived late. I’m over artillery landing too close and the occasional
canceled air strike. But I will never forgive the Pentagon bureaucrat who in an incredibly lame moment thought
that a soldier would open a can of that green, greasy, gelatinous goo called ham and lima beans and actually eat
it.
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But to paraphrase that iconic war hero of our generation, Forrest Gump, life is like a case of C Rations, you
never know what you’re going to get because for every box of ham and lima beans there was that rapturous
moment when you would turn over the box and discover the bacchanalian joy of peaches and pound cake. It’s
all a metaphor for the surreal nature of that war and its small pleasures... .those who have never known war
cannot believe that anyone can find joy in hot beer and cold pound cake. But we can.
Another reason why Vietnam remains in our consciousness is that the experience has made us better. Don’t
get me wrong. I’m not arguing for war as a self improvement course. And I realize that war’s trauma has
damaged many of our fellow veterans physically, psychologically and morally. But recent research on Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder by behavioral scientists has unearthed a phenomenon familiar to most veterans: that
the trauma of war strengthens rather than weakens us (They call it Post Traumatic Growth). We know that a
near death experience makes us better leaders by increasing our self reliance, resilience, self image, confidence
and ability to deal with adversity. Combat veterans tend to approach the future wiser, more spiritual and content
with an amplified appreciation for life. We know this is true. It’s nice to see that the human scientists now
agree.
I’m proud that our service left a legacy that has made today’s military better. Sadly Americans too often
prefer to fight wars with technology. Our experience in Vietnam taught the nation the lesson that war is
inherently a human not a technological endeavor. Our experience is a distant whisper in the ear of today’s
technology wizards that firepower is not sufficient to win, that the enemy has a vote, that the object of war
should not be to kill the enemy but to win the trust and allegiance of the people and that the ultimate weapon in
this kind or war is a superbly trained, motivated, and equipped soldier who is tightly bonded to his buddies and
who trusts his leaders.
I’ve visited our young men and women in Iraq and Afghanistan several times. On each visit I’ve seen first
hand the strong connection between our war and theirs. These are worthy warriors who operate in a manner
remarkably reminiscent of the way we fought so many years ago. The similarities are surreal. Close your eyes
for a moment and it all comes rushing back. In Afghanistan I watched soldiers from my old unit, the 101 st
Airborne Division, as they conducted daily patrols from firebases constructed and manned in a manner virtually
the same as those we occupied and fought from so many years ago. Every day these sky soldiers trudge outside
the wire and climb across impossible terrain with the purpose as one sergeant put it – to kill the bad guys,
protect the good guys and bring home as many of my soldiers as I can.. Your legacy is alive and well. You
should be proud.
The timeless connection between our generation and theirs can be seen in the unity and fighting spirit of our
soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan. Again and again, I get asked the same old question from folks who watch
soldiers in action on television: why is their morale so high? Don’t they know the American people are getting
fed up with these wars? Don’t they know Afghanistan is going badly? Often they come to me incredulous about
what they perceive as a misspent sense of patriotism and loyalty.
I tell them time and again what every one of you sitting here today, those of you who have seen the face of
war, understand: it's not really about loyalty. It’s not about a belief in some abstract notion concerning war aims
or national strategy. It’s not even about winning or losing. On those lonely firebases as we dug through C ration
boxes and drank hot beer we didn’t argue the righteousness of our cause or ponder the latest pronouncements
from McNamara or Nixon or Ho Chi Minh for that matter. Some of us might have trusted our leaders or maybe
not. We might have been well informed and passionate about the protests at home or maybe not. We might have
groused about the rich and privileged who found a way to avoid service but we probably didn’t. We might have
volunteered for the war to stop the spread of global communism or maybe we just had a failing semester and got
swept up in the draft.
In war young soldiers think about their buddies. They talk about families, wives and girlfriends and relate to
each other through very personal confessions. For the most part the military we served with in Vietnam did not
come from the social elite. We didn’t have Harvard degrees or the pedigree of political bluebloods. We were in
large measure volunteers and draftees from middle and lower class America. Just as in Iraq today we came from
every corner of our country to meet in a beautiful yet harsh and forbidding place, a place that we’ve seen and
experienced but can never explain adequately to those who were never there.
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Soldiers suffer, fight and occasionally die for each other. It’s as simple as that. What brought us to fight in
the jungle was no different than the motive force that compels young soldiers today to kick open a door in
Ramadi with the expectation that what lies on the other side is either an innocent huddling with a child in her
arms or a fanatic insurgent yearning to buy his ticket to eternity by killing the infidel. No difference. Patriotism
and a paycheck may get a soldier into the military but fear of letting his buddies down gets a soldier to do
something that might just as well get him killed.
What makes a person successful in America today is a far cry from what would have made him a success in
the minds of those assembled here today. Big bucks gained in law or real estate, or big deals closed on the stock
market made some of our countrymen rich. But as they have grown older they now realize that they have no
buddies. There is no one who they are willing to die for or who is willing to die for them. William Manchester
served as a Marine in the Pacific during World War II and put the sentiment precisely right when he wrote:
“Any man in combat who lacks comrades who will die for him, or for whom he is willing to die is not a man at
all. He is truly d---ed.”
The Anglo Saxon heritage of buddy loyalty is long and frightfully won. Almost six hundred years ago the
English king, Henry V, waited on a cold and muddy battlefield to face a French army many times his size.
Shakespeare captured the ethos of that moment in his play Henry V. To be sure Shakespeare wasn’t there but he
was there in spirit because he understood the emotions that gripped and the bonds that brought together both
king and soldier. Henry didn’t talk about national strategy. He didn’t try to justify faulty intelligence or ill
formed command decisions that put his soldiers at such a terrible disadvantage. Instead, he talked about what
made English soldiers fight and what in all probably would allow them to prevail the next day against terrible
odds. Remember this is a monarch talking to his men:
This story shall the good man teach his son; And Crispin Crispian shall ne’er go by, From this day to the
ending of the world, But we in it shall be remembered –
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers;
For he to-day that sheds his blood with me
Shall be my brother; be he ne’er so vile,
This day shall gentle his condition;
And gentlemen in England now-a-bed
Shall think themselves accurs’d they were not here,
And hold their manhoods cheap whiles any speaks
That fought with us upon Saint Crispin’s day.
You all here assembled inherit the spirit of Saint Crispin’s day. You know and understand the strength of
comfort that those whom you protect, those in America now abed, will never know. You have lived a life of self
awareness and personal satisfaction that those who watched you from afar in this country who hold their
manhood cheap can only envy.
I don’t care whether America honors or even remembers the good service we performed in Vietnam. It
doesn’t bother me that war is an image that America would rather ignore. It’s enough for me to have the
privilege to be among you. It’s sufficient to talk to each of you about things we have seen and kinships we have
shared in the tough and heartless crucible of war.
Some day we will all join those who are serving so gallantly now and have preceded us on battlefields from
Gettysburg to Wanat. We will gather inside a firebase to open a case of C rations with every box peaches and
pound cake. We will join with a band of brothers to recount the experience of serving something greater than
ourselves. I believe in my very soul that the Almighty reserves a corner of heaven, probably around a perpetual
campfire where some day we can meet and embrace all of the band of brothers throughout the ages to tell our
stories while envious standers-by watch and wonder how horrific and incendiary the crucible of violence must
have been to bring such a disparate assemblage so close to the hand of God.
– Major General Robert Scales USA (Ret)
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+ Racism – What I Can Teach You about Racism. By Carol Swain
Let me tell you how my story ends: I become a tenured, award-winning professor of political science at an Ivy
League university, and then at one of the leading universities in the South.
Now let me tell you how my story begins: I grow up in rural Virginia, literally dirt poor. I drop out of school
in the eighth grade and have three children by the time I’m 20.
I consider myself to be a reasonably modest person, but even I have to admit that’s quite a journey.
How did I do it? I worked hard. Not crazy, 24/7 hard – just hard. I made good decisions. Not brilliant, threedimensional-chess decisions – just good ones. I met people along the way who helped me and sincerely wanted
to see me succeed – not because they had something to gain, but because they were decent people. Almost all of
these individuals, by the way, were white.
But mostly, I think I was blessed in one crucial way: I was born in America, a true land of opportunity for
anyone of any color or background. In this country, where you start your life does not determine where you end
up.
That works in both directions, by the way. You can start out with every advantage and waste them all. Or
you can start out with nothing and become a success. It all depends on you. Your attitude is far more important
than your race, gender, or social class in determining what you will accomplish in life.
When I hear young blacks – or anyone, for that matter – talk about systemic racism, I don’t know whether to
laugh or cry. I want to laugh because it’s such nonsense. I want to cry because I know it’s pushing untold
numbers of young blacks into a dead end of self-pity and despair. Instead of seizing the amazing opportunities
America offers them, they seize an excuse to explain why they’re not succeeding.
I was born into a world where systemic racism was real – no-fooling, outright-bigotry, back-of-the-bus real.
But here’s what you need to know: Yes, that racism shaped the black experience – but even then, it did not
define it. Change was in the air. Call it systemic reform.
The modern Civil Rights Movement was in its infancy, and the leaders who fought for equal rights for blacks
were men and women of all races. They believed in America and were determined to see it live up to its highest
ideals – ideals manifest in the Declaration of Independence and the US Constitution.
Did I know, growing up, that George Washington and Thomas Jefferson owned slaves? I don’t think I ever
thought about it. If I did, I’d like to think that I would have had enough common sense to know that we can’t
judge men who lived 250 years ago by the moral standards of our own day.
But I know that Jefferson wrote the words in the Declaration of Independence that made slavery ultimately
impossible: that all men are created equal. And I know that Washington, Hamilton, Franklin, Adams and the
rest of the Founders risked everything to make my world, my America, possible. How could I not be grateful for
that and for the sacrifices so many others have made to preserve it?
The truth is I cannot remember a time when I did not love America and feel pride in the belief that I live in
the greatest country in the world. I knew if I diligently pursued my ambitions, I could leave the poverty of my
early years, with all its abuse and depression, behind me.
I was fortunate in another way. I was spared the life-sapping, negative messages about America that are
crippling a generation of young people. These ideas are poison:
☆ White privilege.
☆ Whiteness as a form of property.
☆ Unconscious racism.
☆ Reparations.
☆ Microaggressions.
☆ Police have it out for blacks.
☆ That the United States was created to protect and promote slavery.
5
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These are the ideas young people are told they must accept. And then they’re told to reject the ideas that can
save them – the antidote: the success principles that enabled me and millions of other Americans to escape lives
of poverty.
These principles aren’t complicated: work hard, learn from your mistakes, take personal responsibility for
your actions. When I made the decisions to get my high school equivalency, attend a community college, and
then earn four additional college and university degrees, I believed that my education would open doors. And it
did.
It was only when exposed to academic theories of oppression in graduate school that I was informed that
because I was black, poor, and female, I could never do what I had already accomplished.
Thank God, it was too late for these toxic messages to stop me. Don’t let them stop you.
[Note: This is so eloquent. I wish that everyone in our country could read this – especially all staff in the UMC.
– AOM]
– Carol Swain is a professor of political science and law at Vanderbilt University.
Immigration Issues. …one of our United Methodist seminaries recently hosted a left-wing professor at another
of our United Methodist seminaries to give a major address. The Rev. Dr. Miguel de la Torre denounced as
“racist people” those who would use the term “illegal” in discussing illegal immigration, bizarrely decried calls
for churches to be hospitable toward immigrants (as somehow insufficiently radical), sometimes used foul
language, and admitted that economic policy was not his area of expertise, despite the professor’s pointedly
pontificating about economic policy.
– John Lomperis, UMAction Director, The Institute on Religion and Democracy; February 17, 2021.
(UM) Men. Hanke looks back at UM (UMM) Men tenure. Key points:
• The longtime leader of United Methodist Men, Gil Hanke, is preparing for retirement.
• Hanke’s accomplishments include helping thousands of men gather for weekly virtual class meetings.
• He’s also put an emphasis on Scouting, addressing domestic violence and careful budgeting as the
denomination prepares for possible separation.
This week, and every week, thousands of United Methodist men will reflect online and out loud on how well
they are living out their faith. This ongoing communication with their peers will continue long after Gilbert C.
Hanke retires as chief executive of United Methodist Men. An early adopter of Zoom, Hanke established the
Wesley Class Meeting as a weekly online gathering for faithful men before the coronavirus pandemic resulted
in use of the virtual meeting platform to skyrocket. The concept came from the book “The Class Meeting:
Reclaiming a Forgotten (and Essential) Small Group Experience” by the Rev. Kevin M. Watson. Thousands of
United Methodist men now take part in these weekly sessions, which Hanke considers a key accomplishment.
“We were doing virtual meetings before we had to do virtual meetings,” said Hanke during an interview in his
modest office on Nashville’s Music Row. “It’s one of the most transformational things that we’ve done since
I’ve been here.” The meetings are structured around questions John Wesley used to ask of early Methodists:
Where did you see Christ this week? Where has the Holy Spirit spurred you to do something, and did you do it?
How did that work out? If you said no, how did that work out?
“The intent is to help with the reclaiming of Wesley class meetings as a primary disciple-developing and
growing tool,” said Steve Nailor, president of the United Methodist Men Foundation. “These groups are
transformational for our growth in Christ, challenging our lives and strengthening our own personal studies for
each one of us.”
Dan Ramsey – former president of the National Association of Conference Presidents, an affiliate of United
Methodist Men – was in the first Class Meeting group with Hanke and Nailor. The group continues to meet.
“It’s hard to get men to confide in one another,” Ramsey said. “I was a policeman (for) 30 years here in
Houston. I’ve seen quite a bit, but it’s hard to talk about a lot of things. He crossed that bridge to where men can
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talk to each other and hold each other accountable.” The meetings “bring men closer to God and closer to each
other,” Ramsey said.
Hanke, must vacate his UMM position by next year because he’s approaching the 12-year term limit. Hanke,
who turns 71 in July, says he is ready to retire. “I’d like to enjoy retirement with as little stress as possible,” he
said. He and wife Sher plan to stay in Nashville. He is…a dedicated reader.
At UMM, Hanke has been part of the effort to redefine “manliness,” which too often in popular culture is
portrayed as violent avengers of those who have wronged them. “A man is not someone who can bully
someone…either physically or psychologically,” Hanke said. “A man is somebody who devotes his life to his
spouse and takes care of her… and is on an equal journey together.” – By Jim Patterson, United Methodist
News Service (UMNS), June 8, 2021; Nashville, Tenn.
*
*
*
*
*
We cannot ever let any other country define us. We are the best and freest country in the world – hands down.
– Nikki Haley, former ambassador to the United Nations.
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